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A spin stabilized satellite has an electronically despun
antenna array comprising a multiplicity of peripheral
antenna elements. A high gain energy beam is estab-
lished by connecting a suitable fraction or array of the
elements in phase. The beam is steered or caused to
ican by switching elements in sequence into one end
of the array as elements at the other end of the array
are switched out. The switching transients normally
associated with such steering are avoided by an ampli-
tude control system. Instead of abruptly switching
from one element to the next, a fixed value of power is
gradually transferred from the element at the trailing
edge of the array to the element next to the leading
edge. Thus, as the satellite rotates, power is reduced
on one element and power is increased on the other
element thereby avoiding switching transients and
maintaining constant total array power at all times. In
terms of the beam, this action smoothly advances the
energy and array phase center around the satellite
whereas in a conventional switching system the energy
and array phase center are caused to jump around the
satellite in steps. Such phase discontinuities in particu-
lar can cause serious degradation to the performance
of communication systems passing phase modulateH_
data.
10 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures
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AMPLITUDE STEERED ARRAY driven segment. In the second system the switching se-
quence is such that first an element is switched into the
a
*
 the
 '
eadn
*
 edge>
 '
hen
 *" •
elcment is
 ^BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION .
 f .moved or disconnected from the trailing edge.
The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 In actual practice it can be seen that in either prior
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- art system as elements are incrementally added at one
ject to the -pro visions of Section 305 of the National end of the driven segment and removed at the other
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law end, the radiated energy and phase step or jump around
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). the satellite in a discontinuous manner. While the resul-
Satellites are stabilized in space by being caused to 10 tant beam is always directed toward a particular point
spin. For a synchronous equatorial orbit, the spin axis on the surface of earth, the incremental switching in-
is aligned with the spin axis of earth thereby causing the troduces signal phase discontinuities into the communi-
satellite to maintain a fixed orientation with respect to cations link. If a phase modulated- signal structure is
earth. If a high gain antenna is mounted on the satellite employed in the communications system, these discon-
to provide communications with ground based stations, IS tinuities can have a serious effect on link stability and
the antenna will be required to scan at the satellite rota- performance. In fact, phase lock can be lost for an ap-
tion rate. Such an antenna is said to be despun when its preciable fraction of time.
scan rate exactly equals the satellite spin rate. Thus a, „. „ _ • _. _ __
despun antenna can include a high gain array that is SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
caused continuously to point toward earth. 20 It is an object of the invention to provide an ampli-
If a conventional antenna with a mechanical scanning tude steered antenna array that will closely approxi-
device .is mounted on a satellite, it has been found that mate the performance of a true electronically steered
the forces involved may in some cases adversely affect phased array.
stability. Where the satellite carries a high resolution It is a further object to steer a high-gain multiple-
optical system, induced vibration can be a problem. 25 element antenna by means of amplitude variations
Recurring bearing problems have resulted from opera- only, all elements being driven in the same phase.
tion in the harsh space environment. Accordingly, elec- It is a still further object to steer such an array with-
tronically scanned antennas have been developed to out introducing switching discontinuities.
• avoid some of the problems associated with mechanical These and other objects are achieved by accomplish-
scanning. 30 ing antenna element switching during intervals when no
The most common system employed at the higher or power is being applied to the elements being switched.
microwave frequencies comprises a ring array of an- • The antenna array comprises a number of elements
tenna elements distributed about the periphery of the spaced around the satellite periphery. The array is de-
satellite. The ring is concentric with the spin axis. One signed so that when a small group or segment of adja-
method commonly employed to scan such an array is 35 cent elements is excited with r-f energy from a common
to vary or modulate the phase of the energy fed to the source, the desired radiated beam pattern results. The
individual antennas. Suitably phased signals will gener- array is scanned by gradually transferring power from
ate a beam that has the required characteristics and the receding element in the driven segment to the ele-
scans at the desired rate. However, in an antenna merit next to the leading edge of the driven segment.
steered exclusively by phase shifters, each element 40 Thus, constant power is applied to the array at all times
must be continuously visible from the desired direction and the beam is smoothly scanned around the satellite.
of the beam. This is often impractical to implement,
particularly where a high gain array is to be employed. DPSPRIPTION OF THF DRAWING
Also, since all elements must be continuously in view BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
of the observer, serious mechanical constraints are im- FIG. 1 shows a satellite with its scanned communica-
posed as to the location of such an array on the satellite tions antenna array;
structure. Accordingly, many prior art antennas em- FIG. 2 shows the detail of the individual sub array an-
ploy a combination of phase shifting and element tenna elements;
switching to achieve the desired scanning. FIG. 3. shows the antenna element array geometry in
It has been found that if a suitable number of antenna terms of the scanning sequence;
elements is included in an array, the element spacing FIG. 4 is a timing diagram showing system operation;
can be made such that when a small fraction or seg- FIG. 5 is a block diagram showing the amplitude
ment of the total number of elements is excited with an steering system;
appropriate phase distribution, a suitable beam shape FIG. 6 shows the details of the single pole four throw
results. To scan the beam, antenna elements are se- (SP4T) switches of FIGl 5;
quentially switched into the driven segment as elements FIG. 7 shows the details of the variable power divid-
at the other end of the driven segment are switched out. ersofFIG. 5;
Thus, the driven segment advances around the satellite FIG. 8 shows the operating waveforms of one chan-
periphery as it rotates, thereby keeping the driven seg- nel of the FIG. 5 system;
ment in a relatively constant position with respect to FIG. 9 shows the geometry of .motion of the array
earth. phase center of a conventional switched array;
Two techniques have been employed for such scan- FIG. 10 shows amplitude and phase received on the
ning. In the first system, the incremental switching dis- ground from a conventional switched array as a func--
connects an antenna element from the trailing edge of
 65 tion of spacecraft station; and
the driven segment simultaneously with the addition of FIG. 11 shows the amplitude and phase received on
an element to the leading edge of the segment. Thus, the ground from an amplitude-steered array as a func-
a constant number of elements always comprise the tion of spacecraft rotation.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED ^ ^o-peak phase ripple is also substantially
reduced when amplitude steering is used, being 9 in
FIG. 1 shows a satellite 40 that may be spin stabilized able for communication system performance.
by means, not shown, that are well known in the art. 5 A partial timing diagram is shown in FIG. 4. The
The communications antenna array is distributed numbers are for an assumed spin of 100 r.p.m. Time
around the outside of the lower portion 41. The satel- zero for this diagram represents the instant outlined
lite 40 may contain sensors, power supplies, and other above where elements 31 and 3 are at 2.5 watts. It can
electronic equipment not shown. The antenna portion, be seen from this timing diagram that the slope or rate
41 of the satellite comprises 32 panels each containing 1 0 of change in power is related to the total number of ele-
a 4-antenna sub array. FIG. 2 presents a detailed show- ments and that the power-versus-time function is rela-
ing of each antenna sub array. Coaxial feed line 42 lively gradual for any particular element. It takes 18.75
drives folded dipole elements 43 and 44. Parasitic di- milliseconds to shift the power level over the 5-watt
rectors 45 and 46 act in combination with the driven range. Actual element switching is performed during
elements to provide substantial gain and directivity. 15 tne time interval when no power is being transferred,
Driven elements and directors are suitably supported thereby avoiding switching transients.
on support mast 47 which, in turn, is supported in per- FIG- 5 is a block diagram of a four channel system
pendicular relation on one of the 32 panels shown in used to accomplish the antenna element switching and
FIG. 1. The panel surface provides a ground plane for power control. A transmitter source 50 provides signal
the sub array. Four sub arrays are mounted on each 20 enerBV to a 4'way Power divider 51 which energizes a
panel. They are spaced and driven so as to generate a 8rouP of four Power amplifiers 52 to 55. Each amplifier
combined radiation pattern having the desired spatial supplies 5 watts for a combined output of 20 watts. In
distribution along the satellite spin axis. Since the four the "PPermost channel, amplifier 52 applies its output
sub arrays on each panel are connected in an invariant „ throu8h diplexer 56 to variable power divider 60, the
manner, they will be regarded as a unit and each panel " latter being "'"strated in greater detail in FIG. 7. The
will hereinafter be referred to as a single antenna ele- variable P^wer divider will, depending upon the control
ment voltage applied, apply the 5 watt signal to one of two
FIG. 3 shows the relationship of the 32 elements lo- switt=hes 6U4 or 6S or both' In °Peratuion * ™" gradually
cated around the periphery of the antenna portion 41 ,o 'ransfer the Power from one L^ch tO tbe other The
of the satellite. The satellite in this view is considered *!"' sin.8le Pole f°ur thr°W <,?P4T> SWfh 64' whlch, 1S
to spin counter clockwise and the antenna element shown '" |rea'er d.el?J "\F °c*' 'Wltc.he« a"tenna e'e'
... . . . , . .. . _ , ments 1, 9, 17 and 25 while SP4T switch 65 switches
switching sequence is in a clockwise direction. For the ' .' , ,, „, . „„ „ . . ,.
. . , . ,- , . , , . antenna elements 5, 13, 21, and 29. Switches 65
arrangement shown, elements 32, 1, and 2 each receive . . _, • . i • . ,. . ,
c
 e
 , ... . . ' . , „ .. through 71 switch the remainder of the elements as5 watts of energy while elements 31 and 3 receive 2.5 35 , ~., .. ,, . . •. . _, . . ,
. " . „„ „, •
>
-
)
 shown. Thus the 32 elements are switched by eight
watts each to produce a 20 watt system. The antenna cnA-r •. u i> • r cn^T •» u j
" , . ' . . . , SP4T switches. Pairs of SP4T switches are operated
element spacing around the satellite periphery is ad-
 from fm|r variab,e diyiders each Qf whj/h
justed so that the above power distribution produces
 ateg a{ a constant . ,eve,
the desired antenna pattern with its major lobe pomtmg ,f the conditions of FIG 4 are considered, time zero
toward earth. The antenna gam and beam width are op- 40
 indjcates the condition where divider 62 has
timized to illuminate earth with a high gam pattern. As
 equa, l& IQ SP4T swjtches 6g and 69 Switch 6g
the satellite spins, the element feed is advanced clock-
 energizes element 3 and switch 69 energizes element
wise around the array. Initially the power distribution
 31 Elements 32, i, and 2 are all energized at a full 5
between elements 31 and 3 is shifted. The 5-watt input
 watts from switches 71> 64) and 66 respectively. Power
is maintained while the power to 3 is increased and the 45
 divjder 6Q js controlled to pass all of its input to switch
power to 31 is decreased. When element 3 reaches 5
 64 whjle power divider 6, is controlled to app|y an of
watts and 31 reaches zero, the power applied to ele-
 its power to switch 66 and power divider 63 is con.
ment 32 is descreased as the power to element 4 is in- trolled to apply all of its power to switch 71.
creased. The switching and power divider functions are all
The phase center jump in the conventional switch de- 50
 generated and controlled by the attitude determination
spun array occurs as a result of the geometry shown in
 and antenna control circuits 72 (referred to hereinafter
FIG. 9. As can be seen there, the intersection of the
 as ADAC). These circuits are conventional and will not
array axis of symmetry, or phase center, with the space- be described in detail. Attitude determination is usually
craft has a position relative to a point on earth which
 a photoelectric process. Photoelectric detectors sense
changes by as much as A/,, with time. When switching
 the earth location as a function of satellite rotation.
occurs, this position jumps suddenly by this amount, This measurement also precisely indicates the spin rate.
resulting in the phase patterns shown in FIG. 10. The Alternately the sun can be sensed and the information
difference in phase between the end points of a given
 On earth location computed therefrom. From these
earth edge curve, say a = +9°, represents the amount
 6Q data the antenna control signals are generated. As will
of phase jump which will occur when the elements are be apparent hereinafter, from the description of FIGS.
abruptly switched. When amplitude steering is em- 6, 7 and 8, the single line interconnecting ADAC de-
ployed, the antenna phase center remains stationary in vice 72 and the eight SP4T switches in representative
space, resulting in the performance shown in FIG. 11 of a 32 circuit cable, four circuits to each of the eight
as a function of satellite rotation. It can be seen there
 6J SP4T switches. Similarly, the single line interconnect-
that the beginning and end phases at a = +9°, for exam- ing ADAC device 72 and the four variable power divid-
ple, are the same, so no phase jump will occur when ers is representative of an eight circuit cable, two cir-
switching takes place. cuits to each of the variable power dividers.
3,806,932
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Whjle the antenna beam foundation has been de- 90°. For this condition all (or substantially all) of the
scribed in terms of a transmitted beam, the array will output power appears at one output terminal while
also function as a receiving antenna because the SP4T none (or at least very little) appears at the other output
switches and variable power dividers are reciprocal de- terminal. If the diode phase conditions are reversed,
vices. For a given antenna its receiving beam character- 5 the output shifts to the other output terminal,
istics will approximate the transmitted beam character- FIG. 7b shows how the output amplitude varies as a
istics. It is only necessary that the transmit and receive function of diode bias. It will be noted that as the con-
functions be separated slightly in frequency if it is de- trol biases vary, the power division between outputs A
sired to permit simultaneous operation or diplexing. Di- and B varies disproportionately. If the inverse control
plexers 56-59 are included in the FIG. 5 circuits to pro- 10 signals have a suitable shape, as shown in FIG. 7b (and
vide the receiver function. These diplexers are well in the waveforms Cl and C2 of FIG. 8), division of
known conventional frequency selective devices. At input between the two outputs will be a linear function
the transmitting frequency the diplexers connect the of time.
power amplifiers to the variable power dividers. At the FIG. 8 is a partial showing of the switching wave-
receiver frequency the diplexers connect the variable 15 forms required for antenna scanning. These are gener-
power dividers to combiner 73. Signals received by the ated by conventional circuits in the ADAC section. The
various antenna elements will be connected, in accor- bottom two waveforms Cl and C2 show the variable
dance with the controls applied to the SP4T switches power divider control waveforms and would constitute
and power dividers, to combiner 73, the output of the control 1 and control 2 signals of FIG. 7 as applied
which'is applied to a suitable receiver. 20 to variable power divider 62. The transition waveform
FIG. 6 shows the nature of the SP4T switches 64-71. is shaped so that the actual transfer of output in the
A common input terminal 74 receives signal energy variable power dividers is linear (or nearly linear) with
from one of the two output terminals of one of the vari- time. The upper 8 waveforms of FIG. 8 are labelled in
able power dividers of FIG. 7 (i.e., from one of the out- accordance with the antenna element activated
put terminals, A or B, of FIG. 7). Terminal 74 is cou- 25 through a SP4T switch by the upward-going portion of
pled through a network comprising d-c blocking capac- the waveform. The showing actually indicates the time
itor 75 and shunt d-c return indicator 76 to PIN diodes sequence of element actuation or switching for the an-
77-80. The diodes couple to output terminals 89-92 by tenna elements associated with SP4T switches 68 and
way of impedance matching networks 85-88 which in- 69 of FIG. 5 (note the correspondence between the El-
clude d-c blocking capacitors. Diode control signals de- 30 ement Numbers identified in FIG. 8 and the numbered
rived from ADAC device 72 are applied through isolat- output terminals of SP4T switches 68 and 69 of FIG.
ing inductors 81-84. The characteristics of the PIN di- 5). The time zero shown corresponds to the time zero
odes 77-80 are such that when not biased they repre: of FIG. 4. It can be seen that antenna element switching
sent a high series impedance and will block transmis- occurs when no power is being applied to the element,
sion. When forward biased, in the range of 75 to 35 For example, when the waveform labelled 31 is in its
200ma., they represent a very low impedance and will lower position, element 31 is not energized. According
pass r-f energy. The impedance matching networks are to switch waveform 31, the element is switched on (for-
needed to correct for the physical discontinuity the di- ward diode bias applied) just prior to when variable
odes present in the r-f circuits. Thus in FIG. 6 if only power divider 62 shifts its input energy to SP4T switch
diode 79 is forward biased, signals at 74 will be trans- 40 69. Then Cl and C2 cause power to be applied, in-
ferred only to output 91. In operation of any one SP4T creasing linearly (or nearly linearly) to 5 watts. At the
switch the control circuits bias only one diode "on" at appropriate time the power is reduced to zero power
a time. Timing is controlled by ADAC device 72 so that and element 31 is then switched off. This sequence ap-
the switching is accomplished during the interval when plies to all elements in the array,
no r-f power is applied to the input terminal of the As shown by the overlap of the waveforms 31 and 3
switch. Thus the switching action in the SP4T switches both elements are on while the Cl and C2 waveforms
does not introduce transients into the signals being con- transfer the signal power from element 31 to element
trolled. 3.
FIG. 7 shows the nature of the variable power divid- Action similar to that described above occurs in each
ers 60-63. As shown in FIG. 7a two varactor diodes 93 of the other three signal channels involving variable
and 94 couple two hybrids 95 and 96. The unused ter- power dividers 60, 61, and 63, with the timing adjusted
minal on hybrid 95 is terminated in a matched loan to produce the desired beam scanning. Thus the corn-
shown diagrammatically at 97. Isolation inductors 98 plete antenna array is scanned by means of purely am-
and 99 permit control bias to be applied to the varactor plitude control which results in a stationary array phase
coupling diodes. The varactor diodes act as signal center to all earth observers, as well as a constant total
phase shifters and are operated with control voltages so power at all times with no abrupt gain or phase tran-
that as the phase shift through one is increased, the sients. This form of scanning has been extremely effec-
phase shift through the other decreases. The two out- live in maintaining the performance of the phase modu-
put signals at A and B will be a function of the relative
 6Q lated communication channels.
phase of the signals fed into hybrid 96. For the condi- While only one preferred embodiment has been
tion of equal phase inputs, where each varactor oper- shown, alternatives will occur to a person skilled in this
ates at a 45° phase shift, the outputs will be equal and art. For example, other than four r-f signal channels
of the same phase. As the relative phase shifts vary the could be employed and more or less complex antenna
relative outputs will vary, and if the control signals have
 6J arrays could be used, including deletion of the power
the proper amplitude the output signals will be of con- amplifiers (52-55). Furthermore, while the concept
slant phase at all levels. As the phase shift in diode 93 has been applied to despun satellite antennas it could
approaches zero the phase shift in diode 94 approaches be applied to other systems such as large ground radar
3,806,932
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or direction finding stations employing large multiple-
element arrays. In addition, other transducers could be
employed as for example those employed in sonar sys-
tems. If a sonar head contained a large number of trans-
ducers in a ring shaped array, they could be operated
and excited to produce a rotating scanning beam in ac-
cordance with the foregoing principles. Still other ap-
plications will occur to those skilled in the related arts.
It is intended that the scope of our invention be limited
only by the following claims.
We claim:
1. A system for scanning a plurality of transducers lo-
cated in a ring-shaped array, said system comprising:
a common terminal,
4. The system of claim 1 wherein said comrnorj termi-
nal is connected to a receiver and said system ope'rates
as a receiving array:
5. The system of claim 1 wherein said common termi-
5 nal is connected to a diplexer and said system operates
simultaneously as a transmitting and a receiving array.
6. The system of claim 3 wherein said antennas are
mounted in a ring on the periphery of a spin stabilized
satellite and said controlled rate is selected to despin
10 said antenna system.
7. In a despun antenna operated on a spin stabilized
satellite, said antenna including an array of elements
distributed to form a ring about the spin axis of said sat-
ellite, means for connecting a fraction of said elements
switching means for selectively and sequentially con- 15 into a segment of adjacent elements to produce a de-
necting transucers in said array to said common sired antenna pattern, said segment having a leading
terminal so that only adjacent transducers in a seg- edge and a trailing edge, and means for switching ele-
ment of said array are connected to said common ments into said leading edge of segment while switching
terminal at any given instant, elements out of said trailing edge of said segment at a
control means operative on said switching means to 20 rate equal to the spin rate of said satellite, the improve-
cause said segment to scan around said array at a ment comprising:
means for gradually introducing an element into saidcontrolled rate, said segment including leading
edge transducers and a trailing edge transducer,
variable coupling means in cascade between said
switching means and said terminal,
means for increasing at a rate related to said con-
trolled rate the coupling between said terminal and
said leading edge transducer, and means for simul-
taneously decreasing at the same rate the coupling
leading edge of said segment while simultaneouly
gradually removing an element from said trailing
25 edge of said segment, said means for switching
being operated during the interval when said ele-
ments are not actively associated with said seg-
ment.
8. The improvement of claim 7 wherein said means
between said terminal and said trailing edge trans- 30 for gradually introducing and removing elements oper-
ducer, said switching means being actuated only ates as a predetermined function of time,
when said coupling is at minimum.
2. The system of claim 1 wherein said transducers are
antennas and said controlled rate is the scanning rate
of the antenna array. . 35
3. The system of claim 1 wherein said common termi-
nal is energized by a power source and said scanning
operates at a constant total power.
9. The improvement of claim 8 wherein a power
source connected to said antenna system applies con-
stant power as a function of time.
10. The improvement of claim 8 wherein a power
source connected to said antenna system maintains a
stationary array phase center as a function of time.
* * * * *
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